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ABSTRACT

PERTURBATION THEORY OF STRONGLY CORRELATED

ELECTRONS WITH AND WITHOUT

SLAVE BOSON TECHNIQUE

Nguyen Van Hieu*

Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo

Ha Vinh Tan, Nguyen Toan Thang and Nguyen Ai Viet

Institute of Theoretical physics
Academy of Sciences of Vietnam

The Green functions of the electrons la the two-band

Hubbard raodel with the strong on-site Coulomb repulsion

were calculated by means of the perturbation theory with

respect to the hooping term of the Eamlltonian. It was shown

that In the slave boson technique T.'e obtain the expressions

different from the results of the calculations Involving

directly electron operators without using slave bosons. The

physical meaning of this discrepancy was discussed.

* Permanent address: Institute of Theoretical Physics, Academy
of Sciences of Vietnam, Nghia Do, Tu Liem,
Hanoi, Vietnam



I. IKTRODOCTIOH 2. THE MODEL

Among the possible non-phonon mechanisms of the blgh-Tc

superconductivity the superexchange pairing interaction of

strongly correlated eleotrons (or holes) in the Hubbard model

was widely discussed by many authors /1-24/. Due to the strong

on-site Coulomb repulsion of electrons the low energy quasi-

particles in an almost half-filled lattice are the non-doubly

occupying electrons described by some quasifermion operators

which do not obey the canonical aaticoamutation relations*

Several approaches and approximations hare been proposed to

avoid the difficulties related with the appearance of the

non-canonical quasipartloles. One of them is the slave boson

technique /25-32/. Within this method the strongly correlated

electrons as well as the non-canonical quasifeunions are

represented in terns of new weakly interacting canonical

auxiliary boson end tension quantum operators. With the

canonical operators it is now easy to formulate the quantum

field equations, the Green function technique as well as the

traditional perturbation theory. A natural question then

arisest Is there the equivalence between the calculations

using slave bosons and those working directly with physical

electron operators ; do the methods without slave bosons and

the Blare boson technique give the same results ? The present

work is an attempt to answer this question in some special

•odel.

We work in the Hubbard model with two Interpenetrating

sublattlce L 2 and assume following Hamiltonian

u.

(2)

, 6 =

C3)

denotes a pair of nearest neighbour sites.Here <[ L 1

The sublattice |_. with quantum operators C^s » C*c nay

be identified with that of Cu ions. Then the second one L 2

with quantum operators C T , C T is the sublattice of

0 ions. We suppose that e < E and U , U - > oo . For

the simplicity we consider the system at zero temperature in

the special case when L( is half-filled and |_2 is empty.

Introduce the electron Green functions

(4)

Gc(l,J;t)



with raspeot to the antiferromagnetic ground states of the

form

where 1_, and L, are the sets of the sites In the sub-

lattice L^ singly occupied by electrons with spin projec-

tions t and 1 , reap., (-ro is the physical vacuum state

in which all sites of both sublattices are empty. We note

that in this case due to the factorization of the ground

state expectation values of the products of the auxiliary

boson and fermion quantum operators the calculations are

considerably simplified.

3. CALCULATION OF ELECTRON GREEN FUNCTIONS WITHOUT USING

SLATE BOSONS

The electron Green functions may be calculated exactly

when the hopping term (3) is neglected. Therefore we consider

H,, as the unperturbed Hamiltonian and construct the perturba-

tion series with respect to the interaction (3). Denote

Gc (<-t j; w ) ^ n aod G p (I , J; ^ ^ n the Fourier

transforms of the Green functions (*}

2H
dw ,

(6)

For the unperturbed system with Hamiltonlan l~)o the Fourier

transforms of the electron Green functions may be calculated

exactly and equal

to- (e + u) + to cu - e - Co
(7)

CJ - E. + i.o

It i s easy to verify that in tha second order with respect

to the interaction (3) the correction to the Oreen function

Gc(t 'J' tJrfp equals

w it, dt2

c i s « ; t - t , )

(B)
co;

(K,L ;t,-t2)B_

The expression in r.h.s. of Eq.(8) can be represented by

the diagram In Fig.1.

4. SLATE BOSON TECHNIQUE

In the slave boson technique we express the electron

operators Citf and C j s in terms of the new auxiliary

boson and fermion canonical quantum operators : holons -fi-

end PL t doublons d. and D T , spinons -i ̂ and o j

(9)

l6
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Their Green functions are

Gj(wj;.t) = - I < <t>f 1 T { dj,lt) djlo> j I

T j 5Io((u Sjp(o)

(9)

(10)

G s f I,J

&D(i^-

Instead of the physical Tacuura cf(s we introduce some

unphjslcal state rector |o^ called the fictire vacuum

which i s related with <PO by the relation

l TT
Ihe ground state Tector 'Po can be rewritten in terms of

the new auxiliary quantum operators and the flctiTe Tacuura

(12)

It is easy to calculate exactly the Fourier tronsrorma

of the Green functions for the unperturbed system with

Hamiltonian H n . We obtain

td - e + io - e -io

W + io

Co)

Co - (ae + u.) + I'O
(13)

[,!;«)•= ST

= ST

Lo + to 6U - L o

1

5. CALCULATION OP ELECTRON GREEN FUNCTIONS IN SLAVE BOSOM

TECHNIQUE

In the ground state (12) the expectation valuea of the

products of the new auxiliary boson and fermion operators are

factorlzable. For example

- 7 - - 8 -



T

Using this property we can derive the expressions of the

Green functions of the electrons in the unperturbed system

witli Hamiltonian rloin terms of those of the new auxiliary

bosons and fermions and obtain following result

(.o) r _ (oj ^ ( DG (.

c

(o) (o)

(14)

In terms of the Fourier transforms of the Green functions

these equations may be rewritten in the form

, Co)

&'°?( I,J;c«) =-i_f d£(G'°'(l,J;
C 2irJ ( J

(15)

They are represented by the diagrams in Pig.2. Inserting the

expressions (13) into r.h.e. of Eq.(15) we rederiye the

formulae (7). This means that in the case of the unperturbed

system the calculations without and within slave boson

technique give the same expressions for the electron Green

functions. However, in the second order of the perturbation

theory with the interaction Hamiltonian (3) two methods give

different results.

Indeed, using the slave boson technique we have

calculated the correction to the electron Green function

G ^ (i-y j i tj^- in the second order with respect to the

interaction (3) and obtained 24 matrix elements represented

by S4 diagrams which may be grouped Into two classes. To the

first class belong 8 diagrams with following property s if

some pair of a boson and a fermion lines has one common end

point, then the other end points of these lines must also

coincide. Some diagrams of this class are given in Fig.3a.

They represent the direct interaction processes of the elec-

trons considered as the composite systems of auxiliary bosons

and fermions. The second class consists of 16 diagrams with

following property : if some pair of a boson and a fermion

lines has one common end point, then the other end points of

these lines must be two different points in the diagram.

Some of them are given in Fig.3b. They represent the

interaction processes with the exchange of the auxiliary

bosons and fermions.

Denote G c Ct->jj*)jQ ^ G c (L>)j;t)o(p the

matrix elements of above two classes of diagrams

C2)
( i-,j; t ) + G

(2b)

- 9 - - 1 0 -



TaklBg into account the relation (14) represented by diagrams

in Pig.2, we have shown that \JC (ijjt).,. exactly

Go .
c (iijjt)^- obtained

by neana of the calculations involving directly electron oper-

ators without using slave bosons. This means that

& (»>i-t),_ is the difference of expressions ofv^c J J *x{*

the electron Green function G", (iji-t)j. obtained

(la the second order) within two different calculation methods:

the alav* boson technique and the method involving directly

electron operators without slave bosons. We have carried out

the calculation of all matrix elements and shown that

CT fj !'t)i« does not vanish. In the limit u. -» oo

we have

/-t»b> ^ _ ., j

( w - E * Co)( E-e-Co) | E-e-io

where V is the number of the nearest neighbour sites I

of a given site I of the sublattice l_. .

6.. DISCUSSION

On the basis of the study of a simple example - the

electron Green function in the two-band Hubbard model - we

have shown that the slave boson technique is not equivalent

to the calculation method without using slave bosons. The

- 1 1 -

difference comes from the diagrams in which the auxiliary

bosons and fermions of the slave boson technique are completely

separated out one from another and therefore may be exchanged

in the interaction processes. We have considered other

examples and observed the same situation. We conclude that

the slave boson technique is not only a convenient mathematical

tool for the study of the strongly correlated electrons. If

it works, it has a definite physical meaning and represents

a new physical phenomenon ! the charge and spin degrees of

freedom of the strongly correlated electrons must l.ot be

confined in each electron, but may be separated out one from

another ; the holons, doublons, spinons are the new

elementary collective excitations which behave independently

/33-43/. The existence of these new quasiparticles in

high-Tc superconductors should have experimental consequences

which require further studies.

On the contrary, if we require that the results of the

calculations within and without the slave boson technique must

be the same, then we must assume an additional rule which

forbids the diagrams of the second class with the exchange of

the auxiliary bosons and fermions. In that case each holon

must be permanently bounded with its own spinon, and the Bose

gas of charged holons does not exist.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Pig.1. Second order contribution to the electron Green

function without using the slave boson technique.

Double solid line : electron

Dark rectangular : hopping rertex

Fig.2, Relation between the Green function of the electron

and those of the auxiliary bosons and fermiona.

Single solid line : spinon

Single dashed line : holon

Double dashed line : doublon

Fig.3. Second order contributions to the electron Green

function within the glare boson technique.
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